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Scope and Coverage
In the home page the article can be found under the heading
“Animals Around the World”, “Animal Family Tree”, “Animal Fun
Stuff”, “A to Z”. Through this encyclopedia, one can get articles
about African Animals, Australian animals, ocean animals, rainforest
and desert animals. The encyclopedia give information on baby
animals, Africa’s most popular animals. The heading “Animal Family
Tree” provides articles under “Big Cat Facts”, “Bear Facts”, “Great
Apes Facts”.

Kind of Information

The article in this encyclopedia provides mainly different key facts
on animals around the world. The article starts with introduction
about the particular animal, physical descriptions, some amazing
facts about the animal, their reproduction behavior and suitable
atmosphere for their living, etc. and many more. The important key
facts about the animals are also provided in a table form. As for
example an article on Elephant Fact provides following table of facts:

Along with this table the article contains lots of images. The
scientific classification on elephant is also provided. This is as
follows:

There are several links to other animal’s facts articles from this
encyclopedia.

Special Features

 The encyclopedia contains lots of animals’ color images,
videos.
 There is an option for facebook liking of the pages.
 Through this encyclopedia users can give vote for their
favorite animals. In the following screen shot the top down
menu gives option to choose the animal for voting. The
encyclopedia gives statistics of this voting.

Arrangement Pattern

The home page there are some headings (see scope and coverage)
under which all the sub headings are arranged topic wise. Ex.:

Under each sub headings, articles are arranged alphabetically with
images. Ex.:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

The encyclopedia is an amazing source of knowledge about animals
around the world. This is very suitable reference source for children
as well as adult.
 NatureServe Explorer: An Online Encyclopedia of Life.
(http://explorer.natureserve.org/)
 Encyclopedia of Life (http://eol.org/)
 Internet Orchid Species Photo Encyclopedia
(http://www.orchidspecies.com/)
 A-Z Animals: Online Animal Encyclopedia
(https://a-z-animals.com/)
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